
  

       The wobbly old lady       walked hunched over
       with a cane.

         The muddy pig        squealed and ran around
             the pen.

            The beautiful
              butterfly

         flew and fluttered
       gracefully through the 
       air.

         The angry little boy      threw the toy across the
          room.



      The big, dark, ominous
                cloud

     dumped heavy rain on
         the children at the
           park.

        The little ballerina      danced around in a pink
       tutu.

           The big, muscular 
           football player

      was tackled on the thirty
         yard line.

            Mrs. Corbett     played the guitar for one
           hour. 



Answer Key

Mrs. Corbett played the guitar for one hour.
The big, muscular football player was tackled on the thirty yard line.
The little ballerina danced around in a pink tutu.
The big, dark, ominous cloud dumped heavy rain on the children at the park.
The angry little boy threw the toy across the room.
The beautiful butterfly flew and fluttered gracefully through the air.
The muddy pig squealed and ran around the pen.
The wobbly old lady walked hunched over with a cane.

                                               (Matching Worksheet Below)



                                            Subject and Predicate Matching    Name __________________

Match the subjects and predicated to create complete sentences.

The big, green tree                                        ran around the bases.

The red convertible                                       shone high in the sky.

The orange, round sun                                    swayed in the breeze.

The furry gorilla                                             hopped on one foot.

The girl who stubbed her toe                         grunted and beat his chest.

The baseball player                                        raced down the street.

The tiny baby                                                 read a chapter book.

Mrs. Corbett                                                  drank milk from a bottle.

Now that you've matched the sentences correctly, choose the subject and 
predicate that would make the silliest sentence if combined.  Write your 
silly sentence and illustrate it with a picture below.

When matching subjects with predicates, I feel.....
_____ confident                   _____ unsure                    _____ I need help!



                Matching Subjects with Predicates Answer Key

The big, green tree swayed in the breeze.                                

The red convertible raced down the street.                             

The orange, round sun  shown high in the sky.                            

The furry gorilla grunted and beat his chest.                                 

The girl who stubbed her toe hopped on one foot.             

The baseball player ran around the bases.                                

The tiny baby drank milk from a bottle.                                     

Mrs. Corbett read a chapter book.                                         

                              Silly sentence answers will vary.


